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ABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACTABSTRACT 
Though wide spread studies show a strong link between cash conversion cycle and 
financial performance of organisations around the world, there are however, limited 
studies of such found in developing countries. This study examines the cash 
conversion cycle and financial performance of listed healthcare companies on the 
Nigerian Stock Exchange for the period 2012 to 2016, in order to establish the 
relationship between cash conversion cycle and financial performance. The study used 
descriptive analysis and the correlation model. The data was obtained from the 
published financial statements and accounts of firms by Nigerian Stock Exchange. The 
Pearson Correlation coefficient was calculated to establish the relationship and a t-
test administered to determine the significance of the relationship. Key findings were 
that there exists a negative relationship between cash conversion cycle and financial 
performance of healthcare companies listed on the Nigerian Stock Exchange - a 
negative return of -0.313; that the sectorial correlation coefficient, was -0.1471; and 
that the reduction of turnover period can increase financial performance and 
profitability. This suggests that firms with short cash conversion cycles were likely to 
perform better than those with long cash conversion cycles. Firms in the sector are 
therefore encouraged to shorten their cash cycles.  Also recommended is that 
healthcare companies should deliberately and efficiently control cash along their 
supply chain networks and avoid stockpiling.  
Key words:Key words:Key words:Key words: Cash Conversion cycle, Inventory Turnover, Average payment Period. 
 
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION  
Adequacy of funding of investment activities means that cash 
management is crucial in all organizations, private and public to ensure 
their survival, buoyancy and success. Cash conversion concerns the 
planning and control of cash flows by management. That is why 
Akinsuleri (2011) observes that the amount of cash a company can keep 
or “on short call’’ at a bank greatly depends on its cash conversion cycle 
and reflects the need for cash.  Cash conversion cycle (CCC) is the length 
of time from the payment for the purchase of raw materials for 
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manufacturing a product, to the collection of account receivables 
associated with sale of the final product. It is at the center of efficient 
working capital management. The length of cash conversion cycle is an 
important measure of the efficiency of working capital management and 
it is also a powerful performance measure determining how well a 
company is managing its working capital, so by effective cash conversion 
cycle, a company’s performance can be predicted.  
 
A good cash conversion cycle indicates that the firm is collecting its 
receivable quickly and delaying the payments of suppliers as much as 
possible. This leads to high net present value of cash flow and ultimately, 
high firm value. It is equally an effective measure of funds that are 
committed, including those tied to inventories and receivables, less 
payments that are deferred to suppliers. It has been interpreted as the cash 
outlays that arise during the production of output and the cash inflows 
that result from the sale of the output and the collection of accounts 
receivable. Cash conversion cycle is increasingly replacing the traditional 
current ratio and quick ratio as an indicator of a firm’s liquidity. There is 
an inverse relationship between performance and cash conversion cycle; 
a shorter cash conversion cycle (CCC) is desirable as is associated with 
better performance, whereas a longer CCC is discouraged as it infers to 
poor performance. Velnampy (2005) notes that, each organization 
employs a lot of money in various projects. The success of each 
organization depends on the ability of its management to apply liquid 
assets etc, to generate profitability. Thus liquidity and profitability are 
both most important factors for any management to run an organization 
smoothly. Poor management of liquidity leads to cash shortages, 
difficulties in paying for its obligations, fall in profitability and even losses. 
Profitability is argued as being against the liquidity; to the extent that the 
organization is guaranteed survival first and foremost, above which 
point/ threshold, it is against profitability. 
 
Murtala Zakari, (2016) says that the cash management problem is closely 
related to the concept of liquidity as discussed in corporate finance 
literature. He further says that a firm's performance mainly depends on 
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the way the firm is able to manage its resources at all times. This includes 
working capital management. To be very efficient, an organization must 
not underestimate or neglect its working capital management because it 
is the reason for many organisational failures and inability to optimize 
the performances. A firm must effectively and efficiently manage its 
working capital in order to avoid a reduction in profitability and 
subsequent financial crisis, (Murtala, 2016). For the running of 
businesses, funds have to be raised and managed, so cash management 
involves the administration of liquid assets and liabilities. The business 
activities of firms and organizations result in the flow of cash and this 
brings up the aspect of control to ensure that the organization remains 
liquid enough to meet its payment obligations. Over the decades in 
Nigeria, many multinational corporations down to partnerships have 
fallen from enviable positions of buoyancy and efficiency to struggling 
and collapsing businesses. A lot of them have been liquidated completely, 
highlighting the growing inefficiency in cash management or the whole 
working capital. Cash controls have not been effective and efficient. 
 
The reckless corruption rampant in business organisations is partly due to 
the poor grasp of its effect on the fortunes of firms through shortage of 
cash. This study should help mitigate that. Also, this area of studies is still 
under-explored in the developing world (and Nigeria as a country in 
particular) relative to the developed world. So this study is crucial in 
contributing to bridging the knowledge and practice gap between the two 
worlds given their differences in environments, technology, firms’ sizes, 
levels of business and liquidity risks. 
    
Literature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature ReviewLiterature Review    
Some key concepts make up the cash conversion cycle theory: Accounts 
Receivables management, Payables management, Inventory 
management and Cash conversion management. 
AccountAccountAccountAccountssss    receivable receivable receivable receivable management management management management (AR)(AR)(AR)(AR) are amounts owed by customers 
for goods or services they have been provided with. Managing this 
component of CCC minimizes the time these financial resources are held 
by customers. As an active component of sales, changes in ARs level and 
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magnitude, directly affect profitability as they are directly related. But 
increases in sales also require additional financing to support the increase 
investments in accounts receivable. Therefore the formulation of a good 
credit policy and collection procedure is indispensible. The ethical and 
rational thing is for firms to prefer selling for cash than on credit, but 
competitive pressures force most firms to offer credits. Sometimes banks 
are made to manage receivables for businesses. 
Accounts Payable managemenAccounts Payable managemenAccounts Payable managemenAccounts Payable management (AP)t (AP)t (AP)t (AP)....    Amounts can be owed to suppliers 
for goods and services they rendered to the company. These are looked 
upon as credit purchases and considered better than short term loans 
because they have no interest charges. In view of this, accounts payable 
are always regarded as a major source of working capital financing for 
firms (Pandey 2005). Therefore, strong alliances between company and 
its suppliers will strategically improve production lines and strengthen 
credit records for future expansion. 
InventoryInventoryInventoryInventory    managementmanagementmanagementmanagement is the practice of ensuring that there are enough 
goods or materials to meet demand without creating overstock, or excess 
inventory.  Brigham and Houston (2002), assert that proper inventory 
management requires close coordination among the sales, purchasing, 
production and finance departments therefore, the finance manager must 
arrange any financing needed to support the inventory management 
build up. Suppliers, raw material, work-in-progress and finished goods 
therefore, play important roles in determining CCC and activities of 
production, (Horngren, Datar and Foster, 2013). 
Cash conversion managementCash conversion managementCash conversion managementCash conversion management is rooted in the accrual accounting 
principle and is directly related to a firm's performance, such that by 
receiving cash quickly for credit sales while paying suppliers as close as 
possible to their due dates is considered efficient performance. This 
should result in a higher present value of the net cash flows and the value 
of the firm, marked by the availability of net cash in-flows, which suggests 
a more liquid condition of the firm. It is a residual time interval measure 
of residual cash flow financing, influenced by either expansion or 
contraction in any of the three liquidity flow measures: the inventory 
conversion period, receivables conversion period and the payables deferral 
period, (Gentry et al., 1990). 
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Theories for this StudyTheories for this StudyTheories for this StudyTheories for this Study    
The following theories are considered for this study: 
i. Cash Conversion Cycle Theory: Cash Conversion Cycle Theory: Cash Conversion Cycle Theory: Cash Conversion Cycle Theory: This was developed by Gitman (1974) 
as part of operating cycle, with its focus being the length of time between 
the acquisition of raw materials and other inputs and subsequent inflows 
of cash from the sale for finished goods (including credit sales), and 
represents the number of days of operation for which financing is needed. 
The CCC is a dynamic measure of ongoing liquidity management by 
combining both balance sheet and income statement data to create a 
measure with a time dimension. The CCC is used as a comprehensive 
measure of working capital as it shows the time lag between expenditure 
for the purchase of raw materials and the collection of sales of finished 
goods (Padachi, 2006). The highlight is that day to day management of 
a firm’s short term assets and liabilities plays an important role in the 
success of the firm. Firms with growing long term prospects do not 
remain solvent without good liquidity management, and CCC does this 
by approximating these three periods with the financial ratios of 
inventory days, so that the length of the cash conversion cycle (CCC) is 
given by: CCC = Inventory days + Trade receivables days – Trade payables 
days. According to Arnold (2008), the shorter the CCC, the fewer the 
resources needed by the company. So the longer the cycle the higher will 
be the investment in the working capital. This longer cycle could increase 
sales, which could lead to higher profitability. But this longer cycle, will 
also lead to higher investment and could rise faster than the benefit of 
the higher profitability. The operating cycle theory is in line with this 
study so far, and this research is based on it because it is a proxy for 
measurement; it also helps to determine the amount of cash needed for 
any sales level as it represents the interaction between the components of 
working capital and the flow of cash within a company. 
 
While the analysis of an individual firm’s CCC is helpful, industry 
benchmarks are crucial for a company to evaluate its CCC performance 
and access opportunities for improvements. The length of CCC may differ 
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from industry to industry. Therefore the correct way is to compare a 
specific firm to the industry in which it operates (Hutchinson, 2007).  
iiiiiiii. . . . Conservative plan TheoryConservative plan TheoryConservative plan TheoryConservative plan Theory is a risk-free strategy of working capital 
financing. A company adopting this strategy maintains a higher level of 
current assets and, therefore, higher working capital. The long-term 
sources of funds, such as equity, debentures, term loans, etc., finance all 
fixed assets and a major part of the working capital (all permanent current 
assets and even a part of variable current assets). The short-term sources 
are used only to meet the peak seasonal requirements; during the off-
season, the surplus funds are kept invested in marketable securities. These 
enable the firm to absorb sudden variations in sales, production plans, 
and procurement time without distracting production plans. The higher 
liquidity that this brings reduces the risk of insolvency. 
 
But the criticisms here are that; this translates into lower returns than 
optimal; that large investments in current assets lead to higher interest 
and carrying cost and with fixed and part of current assets financed by 
long term funds added to the fact that permanent and long term sources 
are more expensive, this leads to lower returns on risks, (Horne and 
Wachowitz, 1998). It at times could be very expensive in the long term as 
it completely avoids short term borrowing. This theory uses the ‘play it 
safe’ philosophy, attempting to provide sufficient long term financing to 
cover all anticipated eventualities. With the implied relatively high 
investments in current assets in relation to sales, the current assets to sales 
ratio will be comparatively high and assets and turnover ratio will be low. 
Empirical Views:Empirical Views:Empirical Views:Empirical Views: Gill et al. (2010) investigated the relationship between 
working capital management (WCM) and the firm’s profitability for a 
sample of 88 American manufacturing companies listed on the New Yolk 
Stock Exchange for the period of three years from 2005-2007. Their 
study used co-relational and non-experimental research design. The 
results of this research showed significant positive relationship between 
the cash conversion cycle and the company’s profitability. This implied 
that the higher the cash conversion cycles the higher the profitability of 
the firm. Their measure for the cash conversion cycle was consistent with 
that of Huynh, (2011) who measured CCC using the number of day’s 
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accounts receivable plus number of day’s inventory minus number of 
day’s accounts payable. However, the two researchers differed on the 
measure of the dependent variable. While the later used (sales – cost of 
sales)/ (Total assets – Financial assets), as the dependent variable of 
profitability, the former divided the operating income by the non-
financial assets to get the proxy for the dependent variable. 
 
Kwasi (2010) attempted to measure and analyze trends in the working 
capital management of Ghanaian Oil market firms and the impact on 
their performances. The study employed trend and econometric analysis 
using an unbalanced plan data of 11 Ghanian oil marketing firms from 
2001-2008. Number of day’s inventory, number of day’s accounts 
Receivable, number of days payable, cash conversion cycle and the trade 
cycle were measures of working capital management, and gross profit 
divided by total assets as profitability. He found inconsistent trends in the 
various components of working capital in the Ghanaian oil marketing 
companies (OMCs). He also found a significant negative relationship 
between profitability and number of day’s accounts receivables, number 
of days accounts payables, the cash conversion cycle and the net trade 
cycle. 
    
METHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGYMETHODOLOGY 
The interest in the effect of CCC on financial performance of listed health 
care firms in Nigeria were broken down into examining: i) the 
relationship between cash conversion cycle and Return on investment; ii) 
the relationship between cash conversion cycle and Return on Equity; iii) 
the relationship between Cash Conversion Cycle and Return on Capital 
Employed; iv) the role of cash conversion cycle in explaining the 
variations in the Profitability; and v) the impact of cash conversion cycle 
on profitability of the listed Nigerian health care companies. 
These were tested by these hypotheses: 
H0H0H0H01111:::: Cash conversion cycle has no significant relation with Debt Ratio of 
listed Nigerian health care companies. 
H0H0H0H02222: Cash conversion cycle has no significant effect on Return on Equity 
of listed Nigerian health care companies. 
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H0H0H0H03333: Cash conversion cycle has no significant relations with Fixed Assets 
to Total Assets Ratio of listed Nigerian health care companies. 
H0H0H0H04444: Cash conversion cycle has no significant relationship with Accounts 
Receivable of listed Nigerian health care companies. 
H0H0H0H05555: Cash conversion cycle has no significant relationship with Accounts 
Payable of listed Nigerian health care companies. 
The population for the study was made of eleven (11) companies listed 
on the NSE as at the period selected and the sample size selected were five 
(5), namely; Glaxo Smithkline consumer Nigeria Plc., (listed since 1st July, 
1979), Ekocorp Plc., (listed since 24th March, 1994), Evans Medical Plc., 
(listed since 1st January, 1979), Fidson Healthcare (listed since 6th April, 
2008), and Pherma-Deko Plc. (listed since 1st August, 1979). Sampling 
technique used for selecting the above was the judgmental or purposive 
sampling (i.e. of the non-probabilistic sampling class). 
Data was collected, reviewed, evaluated and analysed. CCC attributes of 
interest had these proxies assigned: Debt Ratio (D Ratio), Financial Assets 
to Total Assets (FATA), Account Receivable Period (ACR), Account 
Payable Period (ACP), Inventory Conversion Period (ITID), Current 
Ratio (CR). Financial Performance had Return on Equity (ROE) as its 
own proxy. 
Debt Ratio (D Ratio) = Total Debt (T Debt) / Total Assets (T Assets); 
Financial Assets to Total Assets (FATA) = Current Assets (CA) / Total 
Assets (TA); 
Accounts Receivable Period (ACR) =   
Account Payable Period (ACP)  =  
Inventory Turnover Period (ITID)  =  
Returns on Equity (ROE)  = Profits after Tax (PAT) / Net Assets (N 
Assets); 
Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC)  = Account Receivable (AR) + Inventory 
Turnover (ITD) – Account Payable (ACP); 
Current Ratio (CR) = Current Assets (CA)  / Current Liabilities (CL); and  
Logarithm of Sales (LOS) = Log (Sales)  
The published Facts Book of the NSE and the annual reports and accounts 
of the case study companies sampled, supplied the data used for the 

   A/C Rec /Sales     x 365; 

 Trade Payable (TRD PAY) /Cost of Sales (COS)    x 365; 
  COGAFS / Average Stock (AVG STC)     x 365;  
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sampled firms for the period, 2012 to 2016 deemed more appropriate 
because of the relative stability compared to those before or after it. 
Descriptive statistical as well as correlation and regression analyses were 
used, employing the STATA tool. The model underlying the testing of 
the propositions presented in the hypothesis was;  
ROEit = BOROEit = BOROEit = BOROEit = BO    ++++    B1B1B1B1ACPitACPitACPitACPit    ++++    B2ITIDitB2ITIDitB2ITIDitB2ITIDit    ++++    B3CCCitB3CCCitB3CCCitB3CCCit    ++++    B4B4B4B4AAAACRitCRitCRitCRit    ++++    B5DRitB5DRitB5DRitB5DRit    ++++    B6B6B6B6CRit CRit CRit CRit 
+ B7+ B7+ B7+ B7LOSitLOSitLOSitLOSit    ++++    BBBB8888FATAitFATAitFATAitFATAit    ++++    e.e.e.e.    
Where:  
ROE: Return on Equity, to measure corporate financial performance. So 
ROEit is Return on Equity of firm i at time t (1………..5 companies). 
BO, 1…..3: Constants representing the direction and extent to which each 
variable influences performance of a company. 
ACP: The Average Collection Period.  
ITID: Inventory Turnover Period. 
CCC: Cash Conversion Cycle. 
ACR: Accounts Receivable Period (Day). 
DRatio: Debt Ratio. 
LOS: Natural logarithm of sales. (LOS is to reduce large number to a 
certain level that will fit the others that is in the research in Oder to avoid 
discrepancy) 
FATA: Financial Asset to Total Asset. 
CR: Current Ratio 
e: The error term that is surrogate for all other variables influencing 
performance. 
Xit: The different independent variable of a company ‘I at a time t’. 
t: Time 1………………….5years. 
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Extracted and evaluation of each company’s data is shown below: 
 
Table Table Table Table iiiiaaaa. . . . The Financial ReportThe Financial ReportThe Financial ReportThe Financial Reportssss    of Ekecorps showed the followingof Ekecorps showed the followingof Ekecorps showed the followingof Ekecorps showed the following::::    

    
EkecorpEkecorpEkecorpEkecorp    A/C RECA/C RECA/C RECA/C REC    SALESSALESSALESSALES    COGASCOGASCOGASCOGAS    AAAAVGVGVGVG/ STC/ STC/ STC/ STC    TTTTRDRDRDRD/ P/ P/ P/ PAYAYAYAY    COSCOSCOSCOS    T DEBTT DEBTT DEBTT DEBT    T ASSETT ASSETT ASSETT ASSET    PATPATPATPAT    N ASSETN ASSETN ASSETN ASSET    CACACACA    CLCLCLCL    

2012 295159636 1215358768 507,892,048 11809287 157499484 616467720 212,904,651 3087289361 130740659 2034385030 354656705 212904651 
2013 473115351 1215217291 478,364,011 22282574 145314907 636853280 302,934,168 3312265123 152766176 2187151206 515051297 302934168 

2014 513655107 305532493 121,249,752 21,292,532 149178358 184,282,741 1,067,150,428 3,378,907,378 57912848 2,311,756,950 590917378 179718607 
2015 3779824 8210760 1,348,520 697502 4212210 682306 10,346,497 11506726 744378 4860179 4611780 6646547 
2016 1965841 4527004 1,850,131 757233 3658656 684463 7,578,979 15343062 82075 12101918 3378320 3241144 

 
Table ib. Table ib. Table ib. Table ib. The following information was derived from the above The following information was derived from the above The following information was derived from the above The following information was derived from the above Ekecorps Ekecorps Ekecorps Ekecorps table;table;table;table;    

D RatioD RatioD RatioD Ratio    FATAFATAFATAFATA    ROEROEROEROE    ACRACRACRACR    ITIDITIDITIDITID    ACPACPACPACP    CCCCCCCCCCCC    CRCRCRCR    LOSLOSLOSLOS    
0.0689617 0.11487641 0.06426544 88.643181 43.00785 0.255486993 131.3955443 1.665800645 9.0847045 
0.0914583 0.15549821 0.0698471 142.10389 21.468077 0.228176429 163.3437895 1.700208664 9.08465394 

0.3158271 0.17488416 0.02505144 613.63069 5.6944732 0.809508027 618.5156537 3.288014457 8.4850574 
0.8991695 0.40078994 0.15315856 168.02778 1.9333565 6.173491073 163.7876436 0.693861038 6.91438336 
0.4939678 0.22018551 0.00678198 158.5004 2.4432784 5.345294048 155.5983888 1.042323328 6.65581088 

Source:Source:Source:Source: Simplified from Ekecorps financial reports, 2012 - 2016 
 
Table Table Table Table iiiiiiiiaaaa. The Financial Report. The Financial Report. The Financial Report. The Financial Reportssss    of of of of Glaxo Smithkline Consumer Nigeria Plc.Glaxo Smithkline Consumer Nigeria Plc.Glaxo Smithkline Consumer Nigeria Plc.Glaxo Smithkline Consumer Nigeria Plc.    showed the following:showed the following:showed the following:showed the following:    

GlaxosmithGlaxosmithGlaxosmithGlaxosmith    A/C A/C A/C A/C RECRECRECREC    SALESSALESSALESSALES    COGASCOGASCOGASCOGAS    AVG STCAVG STCAVG STCAVG STC    TRD PayTRD PayTRD PayTRD Pay    COSCOSCOSCOS    T T T T DEBTDEBTDEBTDEBT    T T T T ASSETASSETASSETASSET    PATPATPATPAT    N N N N ASSETASSETASSETASSET    CACACACA    CLCLCLCL    

2012201220122012    2651133 25308159 9079440 4555302 591102 4524138 11129661 21792721 2823526 10663060 1295661 9510572 
2013201320132013    2379525 29183675 10890828 5616340 1429400 5274488 13867949 21792721 2919170 12345714 14091806 11781418 
2014201420142014    4,977,242 30,521,127 10,735,015 6,602,945 11,891,919 19,786,112 15,044,624 27,992,867 1,848,842 14,772,052 14,573,474 13,220,815 
2015201520152015    6,036,399 23,040,004 7,407,245 7,701,541 14,652,154 15,632,759 17,083,602 29,800,262 485,942 14,564,386 16,648,963 15,235,876 
2016201620162016    6151860 7644135 2,428,840 7088507 18139612 5,215,294 20,651,406 34,024,928 188307 15305096 20176657 18629832 
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http://www.casirmediapublishing.comhttp://www.casirmediapublishing.comhttp://www.casirmediapublishing.comhttp://www.casirmediapublishing.com     Table iib. Table iib. Table iib. Table iib. The following information was derived from the above Glaxo Smithkline Nig. Plc table;The following information was derived from the above Glaxo Smithkline Nig. Plc table;The following information was derived from the above Glaxo Smithkline Nig. Plc table;The following information was derived from the above Glaxo Smithkline Nig. Plc table;    
D RatioD RatioD RatioD Ratio                        FATAFATAFATAFATA                                ROEROEROEROE                            ACRACRACRACR                        ITIDITIDITIDITID                            ACPACPACPACP                            CCCCCCCCCCCC                            CRCRCRCR                                            LOSLOSLOSLOS    

0.5107054 0.05945384 0.2536938 38.23524 1.9931587 0.130655166 40.09774404 0.136233762 7.4033 

0.6363569 0.64662903 0.2104976 29.760701 1.9391326 0.271002607 31.42883097 1.196104408 7.4651 
0.5374449 0.52061384 0.12289054 59.522485 1.625792 0.601023536 60.54725364 1.10231283 7.4846 

0.5732702 0.55868512 0.02844494 95.6287 0.9617874 0.937272429 95.65321515 1.092747342 7.3625 
0.6069493 0.59299632 0.00911836 293.74532 0.3426448 3.478157128 290.6098101 1.083029466 6.8833 

Source:Source:Source:Source: Derived from Glaxo Smithkline Nig. Plc Financial reports, 2012 - 2016 
 
Table iiia. The Financial Report of Phama Deco Plc. showed the following: 
Phama Phama Phama Phama 
DecoDecoDecoDeco    

AAAA/C/C/C/C        
RRRRecececec    SALESSALESSALESSALES    COGASCOGASCOGASCOGAS    

AVG AVG AVG AVG 
STCSTCSTCSTC    

TRDTRDTRDTRD    
    PayPayPayPay    COSCOSCOSCOS    T  DebtT  DebtT  DebtT  Debt    T ASSETT ASSETT ASSETT ASSET    PATPATPATPAT    

N N N N 
ASSETASSETASSETASSET    

                                            
CACACACA    

                                                                             
CLCLCLCL    

2012201220122012    89071890718907189071    1037463103746310374631037463    505307505307505307505307    341293341293341293341293    343280343280343280343280    164014164014164014164014    1839379183937918393791839379    2782811278281127828112782811    740945740945740945740945    943432943432943432943432    654699654699654699654699    1630929163092916309291630929    
2013201320132013    99321993219932199321    1060308106030810603081060308    416670416670416670416670    231584231584231584231584    270265270265270265270265    185086185086185086185086    1667939166793916679391667939    2498136249813624981362498136    ----121182121182121182121182    830197830197830197830197    477872477872477872477872    1568346156834615683461568346    
2014201420142014    261,864261,864261,864261,864    1,566,1901,566,1901,566,1901,566,190    923922923922923922923922    222083222083222083222083    895,974895,974895,974895,974    642,268642,268642,268642,268    1908024190802419080241908024    2839229283922928392292839229    101,007101,007101,007101,007    931,204931,204931,204931,204    838,643838,643838,643838,643    1,791,9351,791,9351,791,9351,791,935    
2015201520152015    9657965796579657    1481964148196414819641481964    712213712213712213712213    273550273550273550273550    140038140038140038140038    769751769751769751769751    784885784885784885784885    2570082257008225700822570082    659264659264659264659264    1857537185753718575371857537    1252363125236312523631252363    712545712545712545712545    
2016201620162016    7197719771977197    1095109109510910951091095109    499551499551499551499551    332781332781332781332781    53050530505305053050    595558595558595558595558    583269583269583269583269    2324045232404523240452324045    ----218703218703218703218703    1841125184112518411251841125    579383579383579383579383    482920482920482920482920    

 
Table iiib. The following information was Table iiib. The following information was Table iiib. The following information was Table iiib. The following information was derived from the above Phama Deco Plc table;derived from the above Phama Deco Plc table;derived from the above Phama Deco Plc table;derived from the above Phama Deco Plc table;    
Source: Derived from financial reportSource: Derived from financial reportSource: Derived from financial reportSource: Derived from financial reportssss    of Phama Deco Plc.of Phama Deco Plc.of Phama Deco Plc.of Phama Deco Plc.    2012 2012 2012 2012 ----    2016201620162016    
 

 
 
 

D RatioD RatioD RatioD Ratio    FATAFATAFATAFATA    ROEROEROEROE    ACRACRACRACR    ITIDITIDITIDITID    ACPACPACPACP    CCCCCCCCCCCC    CRCRCRCR    LOSLOSLOSLOS    
0.6609788 0.23526535 0.78537192 31.336939 1.4805666 2.092992062 30.72451373 0.401427039 6.01597262 

0.6676734 0.19129143 -0.1459678 34.190221 1.7992176 1.46021309 34.52922562 0.30469807 6.02543204 

0.6720219 0.29537702 0.10846925 61.027308 4.1602554 1.395015788 63.79254792 0.468009721 6.19484445 
0.305393 0.48728523 0.35491298 2.3784687 2.6035935 0.181926363 4.800135838 1.75759145 6.17083765 

0.2509715 0.24929939 -0.1187877 2.3987612 1.5011404 0.089076127 3.810825482 1.199749441 6.03945735 
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Table Table Table Table ivivivivaaaa. The Financial Report of . The Financial Report of . The Financial Report of . The Financial Report of Fidson Healthcare Plc Fidson Healthcare Plc Fidson Healthcare Plc Fidson Healthcare Plc showed the following:showed the following:showed the following:showed the following:    

 
Table ivb. The following information was derived from the above Fidson Healthcare Plc table;Table ivb. The following information was derived from the above Fidson Healthcare Plc table;Table ivb. The following information was derived from the above Fidson Healthcare Plc table;Table ivb. The following information was derived from the above Fidson Healthcare Plc table;    

D RatioD RatioD RatioD Ratio    FATAFATAFATAFATA    ROEROEROEROE    ACRACRACRACR    ITIDITIDITIDITID    ACPACPACPACP    CCCCCCCCCCCC    CRCRCRCR    LOSLOSLOSLOS    

0.6469198 0.55580893 0.03956997 101.12541 1.8517967 1.634261872 101.3429462 1.854389274 6.85545489 
0.5715676 0.38958292 0.00304072 92.537756 1.8280976 1.364815309 93.00103809 1.462161045 6.96600321 

0.6344725 0.29509677 0.10959136 119.63031 4.1164226 0.881935441 122.8647991 0.787678375 6.98789787 

0.6080406 0.28960621 0.03402237 226.95425 4.369408 1.490858751 229.8327972 0.818172159 6.78964233 

0.5978079 0.21083526 0.07706529 158.5004 3.0700339 1.708793947 159.8616444 0.352680594 6.65581088 

Source:Source:Source:Source: Derived from financial reports of Fidson Healthcare Plc. 2012 - 2016 
 
Table Table Table Table vvvvaaaa. The Financial Report of . The Financial Report of . The Financial Report of . The Financial Report of Evans Medical Plc.Evans Medical Plc.Evans Medical Plc.Evans Medical Plc.    showed the following:showed the following:showed the following:showed the following:    

EvansEvansEvansEvans    
PLCPLCPLCPLC    A/C RecA/C RecA/C RecA/C Rec    SALESSALESSALESSALES    COGASCOGASCOGASCOGAS    AVG STCAVG STCAVG STCAVG STC    

TRD TRD TRD TRD 
PAYPAYPAYPAY    COSCOSCOSCOS    T DebtT DebtT DebtT Debt    T ASSETT ASSETT ASSETT ASSET    PATPATPATPAT    N ASSETN ASSETN ASSETN ASSET    CACACACA    CLCLCLCL    

2012201220122012    1218700 48645009 1621890 838500 443300 783390 4874400 7304600 284504 2430184 2877800 26242006 
2013201320132013    1359700 4885500 1710500 918500 452100 792000 4884500 7440600 388995 2858300 2977800 2724200 
2014201420142014    1071283 3342550 1387473 860665 2361940 1955077 5449443 6650177 -972904 3107462 2102640 3542715 
2015201520152015    593175 828016 376572 583736 1769088 451444 5792560 6258681 161921 466121 1335198 3607807 
2016201620162016    441500 3523000 831700 378000 389000 680700 4032000 3966200 889 -65800 2088000 2988000 

 
 

Fidson  PLCFidson  PLCFidson  PLCFidson  PLC    A/C RecA/C RecA/C RecA/C Rec    SALESSALESSALESSALES    COGASCOGASCOGASCOGAS    AVG STCAVG STCAVG STCAVG STC    TRD PayTRD PayTRD PayTRD Pay    COSCOSCOSCOS    TTTT    DEBTDEBTDEBTDEBT    T ASSETT ASSETT ASSETT ASSET    PATPATPATPAT    NNNN    ASSETASSETASSETASSET    CACACACA    CLCLCLCL    
2012 1986197 7168939 2018514 1090030 1517386 928484 5552501 8582982 206889 5228435 4770498 2572544 
2013 2344387 9247050 2737269 1497332 1692285 1239937 6997753 12243088 15980 5255335 4769698 3262088 
2014 3,187,471 9,725,185 5439589 1321436 3,779,619 4,285,596 10007213 15772494 631,825 5,765,281 4,654,412 5,909,026 
2015 3,830,785 6,160,874 3,265,263 747301 4,316,947 2,895,611 10,023,748 16,485,327 473,483 13,916,814 4,774,253 5,835,267 
2016 1,965,841 4,527,004 2,385,929 777,167 3,658,656 2,141,075 9,578,979 16,023,506 82,075 1,065,006 3,378,320 9,578,979 
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D RatioD RatioD RatioD Ratio    FATAFATAFATAFATA    ROEROEROEROE    ACRACRACRACR    ITIDITIDITIDITID    ACPACPACPACP    CCCCCCCCCCCC    CRCRCRCR    LOSLOSLOSLOS    

0.6673055 0.39397092 0.11707097 9.1443194 1.9342755 0.565873958 10.51272094 0.109663872 7.68703829 

0.6564659 0.40020966 0.13609313 101.58438 1.8622754 0.570833333 102.8758245 1.09309155 6.68890902 
0.8194433 0.31617805 -0.3130864 116.98203 1.6120941 1.20810587 117.3860214 0.593510909 6.52407791 

0.9255241 0.21333537 0.34737976 261.4791 0.6451067 3.918731891 258.2054706 0.370085761 5.91803873 
1.0165902 0.52644849 -0.0135106 45.741555 2.2002646 0.571470545 47.3703495 0.698795181 6.54691264 

                    Source:Source:Source:Source: Derived from financial reports of Evans Medical Plc. 2012 - 2016 
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Given that CCC applies only to select sectors dependent on inventory 
management and related operations, therefore a trend of decreasing or 
steady CCC values over multiple periods is a good sign while rising ones 
should lead to more investigations and analysis based on other factors. 
The ‘b’ tables of the firms in the industry showed that CCC was fluctuating 
in all of them over the years of the study. Pharma Deco leads with the 
smallest CCC values at only double digits and decreasing from 30 to 03, 
with an average of just 27days (less than a month). It is closely followed 
by Glaxo Smithkline with only one year at triple    digits while the rest of 
the years are double digits. It is not a very good CCC performance though 
given that it is rising from 40 to 290 with an average of up to 103.2 (less 
than 4 months). Evans Plc is third and similar to Glaxo with a rising CCC 
from 10 to 47 with an average of 106.8. Fidson Plc is next with its CCC 
rising from 101 to 159 and an average of 140.8 (more than 4 months). 
Ekecorp also with a fluctuating value of CCC generally rising from 131 in 
2012 to 155 in 2016, peaking at 619 in 2014, shows an average of 246.2 
meaning that it takes more than 8 months to sort ought liquidity issues.  
    
Descriptive StatisticsDescriptive StatisticsDescriptive StatisticsDescriptive Statistics    
Table vi below shows as a whole, the summary of the descriptive statistics 
(i.e. the statistical attributes of the variables) of all the firms as computed 
from summarized calculations above. There are five firms being evaluated 
yearly for five years amounting 25 observations (as shown in the second 
(Obs) column). The separate evaluations of variables of each company’s 
financial performance are shown in the ‘b’ tables above. Table vi shows 
their overall means, standard deviations, minima and maxima. 
Table vi 

                Variable    Variable    Variable    Variable                                    Obs                        Obs                        Obs                        Obs                        MeanMeanMeanMean    Std. DevStd. DevStd. DevStd. Dev    MinMinMinMin    MaxMaxMaxMax    
                                    ROEROEROEROE    25 .0985994     .2017114   -.3130864    .7853719 
                        DDDD    RatioRatioRatioRatio    25   .5774115     .2313984    .0689617     1.01659 
                                FATAFATAFATAFATA    25 .3397681     .1633493    .0594538     .646629 
                                    ACRACRACRACR    25 122.1124     128.5585    2.378469    613.6307 
                                ITIDITIDITIDITID    25 4.657764   8.946147    .3426448    43.00785 
                                    ACPACPACPACP    25   1.494599      1.60444    .0890761    6.173491 
                                    CCCCCCCCCCCC    25 127.3907     127.7255    3.810826    618.5156 
                                        CRCRCRCR    25 .9117534         .512943 .1096639    1.854389 
                                    LOSLOSLOSLOS    25 6.99559     .8735458    5.918039    9.084704 
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Source:Source:Source:Source: Generated using STATA 
 
Returns on Equity (ROE) had an average of about 10% ranging from 
about -31% to a maximum of about 79%. This means that every Naira of 
common share holders’ equity earned on average about 10% and a 
maximum of 79%, with the returns varying on both sides of the scale by 
a margin (σ) of 20%. The average number of days that takes the 
companies to convert their inventories to sales (ITID) was about 5 days, 
with a maximum of 43 days. The average payment period (ACP) for the 
companies was 1 (or 1.5) day and with maximum of 6 days. And looking 
at the number of days that account receivables were settled were far more 
than the days that the companies were able to settle their account 
payables. This implied that the companies in the health care group were 
in the habit of borrowing (taking overdrafts) to meet up with the 
payment periods to their accounts payable which meant they had lower 
returns to equity than they otherwise should have. Similar interpretations 
go for the other ratios. 
    
Correlation between the VariablesCorrelation between the VariablesCorrelation between the VariablesCorrelation between the Variables    
Inter-relationships and associations between the variables were analysed 
using Pearson Correlation Analysis to determine their effects on cash 
conversion cycle and profitability. Table vii below shows the resultant 
correlation matrix. 
 
Table Table Table Table viiviiviivii: Correlation Coefficient of the Variables.: Correlation Coefficient of the Variables.: Correlation Coefficient of the Variables.: Correlation Coefficient of the Variables.                
VariablesVariablesVariablesVariables    ROE   ROE   ROE   ROE       DRATIO     DRATIO     DRATIO     DRATIO     FATA      FATA      FATA      FATA      ACR     ACR     ACR     ACR         ITID      ITID      ITID      ITID          ACP      ACP      ACP      ACP          CCC       CCC       CCC       CCC           CR      CR      CR      CR          LOSLOSLOSLOS    
ROE   ROE   ROE   ROE       1.0000         
DRATIO     DRATIO     DRATIO     DRATIO     0.0387   1.0000        
FATA      FATA      FATA      FATA          -0.0419   0.3591    1.0000       
ACR     ACR     ACR     ACR         -.1316   -.0657   -.1861    1.0000      
ITID      ITID      ITID      ITID          .0563   -.6343   -.4069    0.0231    1.0000     
ACP      ACP      ACP      ACP           0.0870   0.4231    0.0002   0.3023   -.2431    1.0000    

CCC       CCC       CCC       CCC             -1471   -.0831   -.1961    0.9941    0.0916    0.2648   1.0000   
CR      CR      CR      CR          -.1242   -.5599    0.3353   -.0373    0.4062   -.1918   -.0139    1.0000  
LOSLOSLOSLOS    -.1278      -.5914   -.1584    0.2863    0.6982   -0.3118 0.3321    0.3490   1.0000 

SourceSourceSourceSource: Generated using Statistic Data Analysis (STATA) 
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The diagonal in the table shows the perfect self-correlation of each of the 
variables (value – 1.000). The highest correlation is recorded between 
ACR and CCC (0.9941) which implies the absence of multi-colinearity 
with ROE and all variables. Correlations between the dependent variables 
and independent variables, show that the relationship between ROE and 
D Ratio is positive with a value of 0.0387 implying that increase in D 
Ratio increases financial performance by more than 3%. Also FATA 
(Financial Asset to Total Asset ratio) and ROE correlation is negative (-
0.0419) implying that a decrease in FATA increases financial 
performance by 4%. Same goes for ACR and ROE with a correlation of -
0.1316 implying that, a decrease in accounts receivable decreases financial 
performance with more than 13%. ITID and ROE show a negatively 
correlation of -.0563 implying that a decrease in ITID increases the 
financial performance by less than 7%. ACP and ROE have a positive 
correlation of 0.0870, implying that an increase in ACP increases 
financial performance by less than 9%. CR and ROE also have a negative 
correlation between them of -.1242 implying that decrease in CR 
increases financial performance by more than 12%. Similarly, ROE and 
LOS relationships are negative (-.1278) an amount significantly less than 
13% meaning correlation that decreases in LOS decrease financial 
performance with the same percentage.            
    
Regression Analysis and Hypothesis TestingRegression Analysis and Hypothesis TestingRegression Analysis and Hypothesis TestingRegression Analysis and Hypothesis Testing    
Following the conduct of the multiple regression analysis to determine 
the kind of relationship, if any that exist between the Cash Conversion 
Cycle and financial performance of quoted healthcare companies on the 
Nigerian stock exchange, the model used was;  
ROEit = BOROEit = BOROEit = BOROEit = BO    ++++    BIACPitBIACPitBIACPitBIACPit    ++++    B2ITIDitB2ITIDitB2ITIDitB2ITIDit    ++++    B3CCCitB3CCCitB3CCCitB3CCCit    ++++    B4B4B4B4AAAACRitCRitCRitCRit    ++++    B5DRitB5DRitB5DRitB5DRit    ++++    B6B6B6B6CRit CRit CRit CRit 
+ B7+ B7+ B7+ B7LOSitLOSitLOSitLOSit    ++++    BBBB8888FATAitFATAitFATAitFATAit    ++++    eeee 
 
 
Where:Where:Where:Where: ROEit = Returns on 
Equity of the firms at the time 
period. 

B5DRit = Debt Ratio for the firms at 
the time period 
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BO =  Constant with direction 
and extent for the firms 

B6CRit = Current Ratio 

B1ACPit = Accounts payable 
for the firms at the time period 

B7LOSit = Log of Sales for the firms at 
the time period 

B2ITIDit = Inventories to sale 
for the firms at the time period 

B8FATAit = Financial Assets to Total 
Assets ratio of the firms at the time 
period            

B3CCCit = Cash Conversion 
Cycle for the firms at the time 
period 

E = Error Term for the firms at the 
time period 

B4ACRit = Accounts 
Receivable for the firms at the 
time period 

 

Computing the coefficients of the independent variables, by running the 
data through STATA program; the following was found as shown in table 
viii below. 
 

Table Table Table Table viii:viii:viii:viii:    Regression ResultRegression ResultRegression ResultRegression Resultssss                                        
VariableVariableVariableVariable                                        ROE      ROE      ROE      ROE      Coef.   Coef.   Coef.   Coef.       Std.Std.Std.Std.    Err.          Err.          Err.          Err.              TTTT    P>|t| P>|t| P>|t| P>|t|     
D RatioD RatioD RatioD Ratio     -.1680473    .4950887     -0.34    0.739        -1.217588 .8814938 
    FATAFATAFATAFATA    .1634942    .5756752      0.28    0.780     -1.056883     1.383871 
ACRACRACRACR    .0017388    .0057694      0.30    0.767     -.0104917     .0139693 
    ITIDITIDITIDITID     .0042062    .0133945      0.31    0.758     -.0241888    .0326012 
ACPACPACPACP    .0152264    .0436783      0.35    0.732     -.0773674    .1078202 
CCCCCCCCCCCC    -.0019748    .0057157     -0.35    0.734    -.0140916     .010142 
CRCRCRCR    -.1029547    .1885455     -0.55    0.593    -.5026534     .296744 
LOSLOSLOSLOS    -.0286057    .1016011     -0.28    0.782     -.2439903    .1867789 
ConsConsConsCons    4.30956    .7759261      0.56    0.586     -1.213934     2.075846 

SourceSourceSourceSource: Generated by from Statistic Data Analysis (STATA). 
Substituting the values of the variables with significant coefficients (the 
insignificant ones: D Ratio, FATA, and CR are excluded) into the 
regression model gives the following equation: 
ROE = 4.30956 + 0.0042062 - 0.0019748  -.1029547   + .0017388  + 
0.1634942it + eit. 
By combining the tables and regression equation, the multiple 
relationships existing between the dependent and independent variables 
are assessed, and the test of hypotheses accepted or rejected accordingly. 
The intercept of 4.30956 means that, should all the variables in the 
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equation add up to zero, the Nigerian healthcare companies will earn 
N4.31 on each N1 Common share invested in it. 
 
Firstly, with regards to the impact of Inventory Turnover on Financial 
Performance, the results given in table viii show that using a two-tail test, 
the p-value of ITID (0.032) is lower than 0.05 (at a 95% level of 
confidence), therefore showing that there is a significant influence of ITID 
on the dependent variable (ROE). This agrees with the works of Ali 
(2011), and Warnes (2013), who found a positive relationship in them as 
well; but is opposed to the works of Usama (2012), and Panigrahi (2013) 
who found an inverse relationship between the inventory turnover and 
profitability. The null hypothesis is thus rejected because there is a 
significant relationship between the Inventories to Sale ratio aspect of 
CCC and Returns on Equity/ Profitability.  
Secondly, with regards to the Impact of Average Payment Period on 
Financial Performance of these companies, it was found that the 
correlation between ROE and ACP gave a positive value of 0.015 which 
implied that as ACP increased by 1.5%, ROE fell by the same percentage 
and since the p-value of 0.107 is higher than 0.05, it means that the ACP 
had no significant influence on the dependent variable (ROE), and is in 
line the findings of Mwangi (2011). For this reason it is established that 
for Nigerian health care firms, null hypothesis HO2 is accepted, that the 
CCC item of ACP has no significant effect on return on equity.  
Thirdly, a look at the impact of Average Collection Period on Financial 
Performance of these companies showed by their regression results that 
it has a positive value of 0.0017 which implies that as ACP increase by 
less than 0.2%, ROE increases with the same percentage and given that 
the p-value of 0.013 is lower than 0.05, it means that there is a significant 
relationship between the variables. The null hypothesis is thus rejected to 
establish that there is a strong effect of payment period on the 
performance of the quoted healthcare companies in Nigeria.  
Fourthly, the results from the table with regards to debt ratio and 
financial performance (Returns on Equity) of the firms show a not much 
significant effect as well as a negative and high  value of -0.168. It is 
likewise with FATA which has an insignificant but positive relationship of 
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0.163 with ROE. So on these two variables, the null hypotheses stating no 
significant relationships between these variables and financial 
performance of these firms, are accepted. Therefore, for relationships that 
are not significant, there are ACP, DRatio and FATA (for which the 
hypothesis are accepted, while for ACR, ITISD, CCC, and LOS, the 
relationships are significant (and the null hypothesis rejected). 
 
           Table ix Model Summary    

        ModelModelModelModel    RRRR     �
�     

 0.8059 0.6495 
                                                SourceSourceSourceSource: Generated from Statistic Data Analysis (STATA). 
 
This table ix above highlights the model summary, showing the �

� value 
of 0.6495 which indicates that up to 64.95% of the changes in Return on 
Equity are explained by the independent variables while the remaining 
35.05% is explained by other variables other than those contained in the 
model, justifying the dependability of using the research results in 
decision making.  
    
SSSSUMMARYUMMARYUMMARYUMMARY    
From measuring the degree of association between cash conversion cycle 
and performance [Inventory Turnover period (in days), Average 
Payment period (in days), Financial Assets to Total Assets, Current Ratio 
and Return on Equities of the listed healthcare companies in Nigeria], it 
was found that Debt Ratio had no significant influence on the financial 
performance variable (ROE) with a positive correlation of 0.88. Also, 
Current Ratio had no significant influence on Return on Equity with 
positive correlation of 0.29. But Financial Assets to Total Assets had a 
significant influence on financial performance (ROE) with a positive 
regression of 1.38. Return on Equity negatively but insignificantly 
associated with key aspects of Cash Conversion Cycle i.e. ITID, ACR and 
ACP, all in days with correlations of value 0.032, 0.014 and 0.109, 
respectively. Proper understanding of Cash Conversion Cycle and 
financial performance is very important as this useful knowledge is 
necessary for the survival and ultimate growth of companies. Financial 
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managers have the responsibility of overseeing the cash conversion cycle 
of an entity and should therefore, make it a handy tool for sound 
decision making in corporate organisations.      
    
CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION    
Inventory management, sales realization and payables are the three key 
ingredients of business. If any of these accrue losses in    number, value, or 
frequency, then the business is facing a crisis. Apart from Pharma Deco, 
all the firms in the study are either facing an early crisis or at the heart of 
it. Given that a good CCC    is reflected by a low Current Ratio and a high 
Returns on Equity, it follows that the primary way for a business to make 
more earnings is by boosting sales of inventory for profits. This work has 
shown that not all the approaches to boost these sales are always right e.g. 
making cash easily available at regular intervals by borrowing can churn 
out more sales for profits, but if such borrowing is mainly short term 
borrowings, the results will be an increase in accounts payable and 
therefore a poor CCC! (This is intrinsically linked to the debt ratio). Such 
methods should be avoided. Accounts Receivable (ACR) and Accounts 
Payable (ACP) normally result from companies selling products and 
buying same on credit, respectively. Therefore, great care has to be taken 
in timing for its cash to be collected from its debtors and its payments 
made to its creditors, because it is only by so doing that an optimal CCC 
can be attained (which is the point of control of the trade-off between 
financial performance and level of their cash conversion cycle). Though 
CCC is not a stand-alone measure of the efficiency by which a company’s 
management is using the short-term assets and liabilities to generate and 
redeploy cash, it was clear in this study from the CCC values how the 
financial health of the firms studied was like. The liquidity risks linked to 
each firm has been expounded. To state it in summary again, the Cash 
Conversion Cycle variables of Inventory Turnover Period, Average 
collection period and Average payment period significantly affect the 
Nigerian healthcare companies. This agrees with Narware (2004), 
Ganesen (2007), Gill, Biger and Murthur (2010) and Mwangi (2011), 
but not in line with the works of Falope and Ajilore (2009) and Nyer 
(2008). 
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RECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONSRECOMMENDATIONS    
The following recommendations are made: 
i. There should be proper inventory conversion system in these healthcare 
companies to avoid over- or under-stocking which may result in 
inefficiency. Managements of these firms should ensure that standards are 
maintained to stop stock-outs of the inventories. 
ii. In the case of Average collection period, the companies should build 
relationships with those customers who pay at short notices. 
iii. Concerning of Average payment period, the companies should build 
relationships with those suppliers who allow long credit time periods. 
iv. A lengthier period can be used than just these five years to see if a 
different set of results will come out. 
    
Suggestions for Further ResearchSuggestions for Further ResearchSuggestions for Further ResearchSuggestions for Further Research    
To enrich knowledge in this area, further researches could be carried out 
using longer periods of time; more than five years and/or by using more 
financial and accounting variables than are used here, and/ or using 
different scales of variable measurements, different tools of analysis and 
also taking into consideration the prevailing macro-economic situation 
in the company or country.    CCC should differ by industry sector based 
on the nature of business operations, so for further studies, this fact 
should be borne in mind. 
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